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PREfacE

Since 2009, annual field campaigns led a multidisciplinary
“cRc 806” team from cologne and aachen to the Wadi
Sabra, south of the nabataean capital of Petra in the Kingdom of Jordan. at the Wadi Sabra, the team found long
sediment records, mostly consisting of fluvial and eolian
sands deposited between 50,000 and 15,000 years ago. e
same time frame covers the transition from the Middle
Palaeolithic to the Upper Palaeolithic and the whole of the
Upper Palaeolithic era. Modern man had reached the Middle East already much earlier, around 90,000 or 100,000
years ago, though permanent establishment of Homo sapiens
in the region occurred much later: e current state of research suggests that Homo sapiens replaced their predecessors, the neanderthals, around 45,000 – 40,000 years ago
in the region. e anthropological replacement is supposed
to be connected with the rise of the Upper Palaeolithic
technology, regionally represented by two stages: e first
one called the initial Upper Palaeolithic (iUP) and the second one the Early ahmarian – both cultural units now attested to by the recent “cRc 806” excavations in the lower
Wadi Sabra. By contrast, the subsequent time window
(30,000 – 15,000 BP) is better represented than in its lower
section, in the upper section of the Wadi Sabra. e latter
includes sites attributed to the “levantine aurignacian” and
“Masraqan” (i.e. late ahmarian) and the Epipalaeolithic
(Kebaran).

e present volume compiles all the excavation reports
from the first project phase (2009 – 2013) thus focusing on
the descriptive presentation of all the excavation plans, sections, lithic assemblages, and faunal inventories. complementary information about the geological setting, the
sedimentation history and its interpretation in terms of
climate history has already been published separately by
Manuel Bertrams.
We would particularly like to thank the cologne editorial
team, Dr. Ursula tegtmeier (text editing), lutz hermsdorfKnauth (image editing) and hartwig h. Schluse (cover
design). e artefact drawings were provided by irene
Steuer, except for those in chapter Viii made by anja
Rüschmann. ahmed Saadallah deserves thanks for translating the Summary into arabic. English proof reading was
done by Karen Schneider and Dr. Wei chu. Special thanks
go to Dr. Werner Schuck (head of the cRc 806 central office) for years of administering the project’s staﬀ and
budget, all generously financed by the german Research
foundation (Dfg).

cologne, august 2015

Jürgen Richter
series editor
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ancient town of Sabra: e nabataean theatre

XIV The Upper palaeolIThIc SeqUence of The peTra area
anD The Upper palaeolIThIc of The leVanT

Daniel Schyle

fieldwork in the area around petra has revealed a good
number of Upper palaeolithic (Up) and epipalaeolithic
(ep) as well as early neolithic (en) sites (Schyle & UerpMann 1988; Schyle & Gebel 1997; Gebel 1988;
berTraMS et al. 2012) since 1983. Taken as a whole, the
share of Up sites is quite elevated if compared to other better known areas of the near east. only the Wadi hasa
probably has a comparable share of Up sites. however, that
region has been surveyed much more intensively and incorporates a much larger area within a marginal Mediterranean environment of limestone bedrock, including many
caves and rockshelters (MacDonalD et al. 1980; 1982;
1983; coInMan 2000a; 2000b; 2003). e Wadi Sabra
area in comparison is much smaller and located in an area
which, apart from the even more marginal Mediterranean
environment, also includes at least sizeable patches of steppic and desert environmental zones and is predominantly
located on sandstone bedrocks, which do not favour the
preservation of caves and only rarely present shallow rockshelter situations.
as a result, most of the sites are open air occurrences,
including only three rockshelter situations: e one that
was already found very early in the Wadi Mdamagh (late
Up/early ep – KIrKbrIDe 1958), Taibeh (final Up) and
Sabra 1 (Middle ?/ late ep to en). e pre-lGM Up sites
are exclusively open air sites and include Initial Upper
palaeolithic (IUp: al-ansab 2), early ahmarian (al-ansab
1) and levantine aurignacian (Sabra 2010/6, Sabra 4-palm
View 1 and 3, Mdamagh) assemblages. While the IUp has
only been found in secondary position so far, the early
ahmarian is represented at least once (al-ansab 1) as an in
situ occurrence. aurignacian assemblages occur twice (Sabra
2010/6, Sabra 4-palm View 1), both however in secondary
positions. Well represented is the late Up (= “final levantine aurignacian” in Sabra 4-palm View 3, Mdamagh and
Sabra 2010/10; Masraqan at Taibeh), all of them in in situ
positions, but probably present as well at another in situ location (Sabra 3-north). e site was located during our
survey and is not yet unambiguously classified due to the
lack of characteristic tools among the pieces collected from
the surface. Technologically, the latter may belong either to

the late Up (“final aurignacian”), the late ahmarian/
Masraqan or, less probably, to the early ep.

XIV.1 The InITIal Upper palaeolIThIc aT
al-anSab 2
Scanty isolated Middle palaeolithic (Mp) artefacts were
found exclusively on the surface, but at a few places on top
of the late pleistocene deposits. While this would suggest
a beginning of sediment aggradation already during the
Mp, it has to be confirmed yet.
Many artefacts of IUp-technology (hard hammer
struck, pointed blades with large, plain platforms) were noticed for the first time in 2010 on the surface of the eastern
slope of the wadi deposits at al-ansab, probably brought
to the surface by the heavy rains in the winter of 2009/
2010. although we tried to follow the artefacts further inside the sediments at several locations where they seemed
to be still embedded, we did not find their origin, but always ended up with only a few artefacts washed down and
resting on sterile sediments.
however, on one of these locations (al-ansab 2; see
chapter I), at least the number of artefacts recovered was
quite considerable. originally, only very few artefacts seemed
to crop out beneath a small dry shrub on a very steep slope
a few metres further northeast from al-ansab 1 and at an
absolute height slightly above the ahmarian in situ layer.
When we tried to follow these artefacts, they slowly developed to a densely packed “pocket” of many artefacts, almost
without sediment between them but covered by loose and
sandy recent slopewash, continuously trickling down during
recovery from the steep slope further above. e distribution
of artefacts was sharply limited to an area of not more than
a 1/4 m2. although the “excavation” was hampered by the
sand continuously sliding from above, it could be definitely
confirmed that the spread of artefacts did not reach further
into the section.
e artefacts recovered include almost exclusively debitage
and there is only a single tool, a burin on truncation. e
debitage however is very diﬀerent from that at al-ansab 1:
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e platforms are very large and exclusively plain, suggesting a very simple direct hard hammer production without
much preparation. e cores were struck from a single direction and include volumetric and rather flat cores as well.
e latter however also seem to have been exploited volumetrically but just represent exhausted specimens. is
particular technological feature was found in Jordan at the
site of Tor Sadaf (layer b) in the Wadi al-hasa, sandwiched
between a “classic” Transitional or IUp assemblage with
facetted platforms of boker Tachtit type (layer a) and an
early ahmarian assemblage on top (layer c – coInMan
& foX 2000; foX 2003). at Tor Sadaf, the points/pointed
blades with large plain platforms are however associated to
(less numerous) similar blanks with facetted platforms. a
second site was excavated further south in the Gebel
qalkha area at Wadi aghar (J433 – coInMan & henry
1995). recently, however, similar artefacts (simple unidirectional hard hammer struck wide pointed blades or
points) were reported from the Wadi Surdud (yemen) in
the South-West of the arabian peninsula (DelaGneS et al.
2012), oSl-dated to roughly 55 ka. While however the
simple unidirectional direct hard hammer pointed blade
reduction sequence is most frequently used on flint exclusively at Tor Sadaf, al-ansab 2 and Wadi aghar J433, it is
one of several diﬀerent reduction strategies used on a variety of non-flint raw materials at Wadi Surdud, including
at least two diﬀerent levallois strategies.
While we thus have some evidence for a third occurrence of the so far rare Tor Sadaf b-type industry at
al-ansab 2, we have not yet been successful in finding it
in a primary context. us its classification is not unequivocal – hard hammer production of large blades with exclusively plain platforms also might occur in later periods
and its secondary position at an absolute height above the
early ahmarian occupation layer still needs explanation.

XIV.2 The early Upper palaeolIThIc SITeS
XIV.2.1 eUp site al-ansab 1
e finds from al-ansab 1 (see chapter VI) represent a convincing example of an early ahmarian assemblage as found
at several sites in the Wadi al-hasa (Tor Sadaf c – coInMan & foX 2000; foX 2003), alab al-buhayra, ain albuhayra, Multaqa al-Widyan (coInMan 2003) and in the
ras en-naqb area (Tor fawaz, Gebel humeima – coInMan & henry 1995) within Jordan and at numerous sites
west of the Jordan Valley from Sinai (abu noshra I–IV,
qadesh barnea, Gebel lagama – GIleaD 1981; phIllIpS
1987a; bar-yoSef & phIllIpS 1977) and the negev (nizzana XIII – DaVIDzon & GorInG-MorrIS 2003), boker
a and c (JoneS et al. 1983) in the south until lebanon

(Ksar akil – berGMan 1987; WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011;
azoUry 1986) in the north of the levant.
Technologically, the al-ansab 1 assemblage perfectly
matches the assemblages from nizzana XIII (DaVIDzon &
GorInG-MorrIS 2003) and boqer a (MonIGal 2003). a
single reduction strategy detaches elongated thin pointed
blade[let]s by a direct soft (stone ?) hammer from narrow
fronted single-platform cores. Initial core preparation by
cresting is rare, but platforms are rejuvenated by core
tablets rather often, resulting in a wide but continuous
range from rather long blades extending to rather short
bladelets, which in most cases have to be retouched only
marginally to receive the typical ahmarian “variously retouched pointed blade[let]s” also known as “el-Wad
points”. endscrapers and burins are often made on rather
thick primary and core trimming elements. e latter in
rare cases grade into a very few carinated burins.
at present, al-ansab 1 is the one and only representative of the eUp in the Wadi Sabra. While radiocarbon
samples were retrieved, they were found to be not optimal
for dating. e attempts to obtain dating by oSl samples
proved to be ambiguous: all samples, even those from a
stratigraphic position 2 m below the occupation level gave
very imprecise dates approximately around 30 ka (KlaSen
et al. 2013). While these dates might be taken as very general evidence for the MIS 3 age of the sediments, their low
precision does not allow a discussion about the position of
the al-ansab 2 assemblage within the general time range
assumed so far for the Southern ahmarian.

XIV.2.2 eUp sites in Jordan
although Up research in Jordan is still at an initial stage,
the number of Southern ahmarian assemblages in Jordan
is already considerable (coInMan 1998). e location of
sites as a whole however is clustered and does not give a
representative distribution, but merely reflects those few
small areas surveyed particularly for (Upper) palaeolithic
finds (Fig. XIV-1).
one of these Up site clusters is located in Southern Jordan in the Gebel qalkha area, a focus of palaeolithic research during the 1990s undertaken by the team around
D.o. henry and n. coinman. e Gebel qalkha sites attributed to the Southern ahmarian are represented by Tor
hamar (J431), levels f–G, Tor aeid (J432) and Gebel
humeima (J412) (coInMan & henry 1995). all these
assemblages were excavated in small soundings at shallow
rockshelters in sandstone bedrock; none of them were radiometrically dated. e tool assemblages are similarly
small as those from the Wadi Sabra but from the descriptions given by coinman, they repeat qualitatively more or
less our observations relating to al-ansab 1. She even re-
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Fig. XIV-1 Main ahmarian sites of the
levant.
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ports the same large “core like burins” and emphasises the
obverse semi-steep to steep retouch on the el-Wad points
as being diﬀerent from those of the sites in negev and
Sinai. ough there are minor quantitative diﬀerences on
the level of tool classes and debitage categories, these may
be caused by diﬀerent classification systems or diﬀerences
in site function.
another cluster of Southern ahmarian sites has been
reported from the Wadi al-hasa. It includes excavated assemblages from the upper level c at Tor Sadaf and from the

0

100

200 km

open air site of alab al-buhayra (ehlpp2) as well as several additional, only preliminarily investigated (Multaqa alWidyan = WhnbS 195, WhnbS 195, WhnbS 68) or
surface collected and tested sites (ain al-buhayra north =
WhS 618, WhS 623X, ehlpp1 – coInMan 2003).
among these, the assemblages from Tor Sadaf c and
ehlpp1, while radiometrically undated, are thought to represent the earlier assemblages, whereas two diﬀerent areas at
alab al-buhayra each have a single radiocarbon date of
29,900 ± 293 and 30,746 ± 341 calbphulu representing the
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latest dates obtained so far for the Southern ahmarian in
Jordan. coinman’s general description of technology and typology again repeats the well-known pattern already summarised above. further to the north of Jordan, the frequency
of ahmarian sites decreases sharply in number and quality
of information. So far, extensive surveys in the azraq basin
(GarrarD 1984; 1985; 1998; GarrarD et al. 1986; clarK
et al. 1987), as well as in the Wadi al-hammeh (eDWarDS
1984; eDWarDS et al. 1988; 1990; 1994), have preliminarily
reported only what appears to be later and final Upper palaeolithic (aurignacian or late ahmarian/Masraqan) sites (see
below).

XIV.2.3 eUp sites of the arid South-Western levant
To the west, where palaeolithic research has a longer history,
the distribution of sites, particularly within the desertic areas
in the south is similarly patchy and clustered according to
surveyed areas as it is in Jordan. e best known Southern
ahmarian sites are those found in negev and Sinai that were
extensively published during the 1980s and later.
e sites of abu noshra, excavated by J. l. phillips in
the Wadi feiran, are located quite isolated in the south of
Sinai. a final publication of these sites was not available
when this was being written. however, several preliminary
reports and some publications about single aspects of the
sites provide information in general (phIllIpS 1987a;
1987b; 1988; 1994; phIllIpS & GlaDfelTer 1989; Saca
2002; becKer 2003). from a larger number of sites discovered during surveys in the late 1980s, three sites were the
subject of larger excavations: abu noshra (an) I, II and
VI. all three are small, but exceptionally well preserved in
situ open air sites, located at the edge of a palaeo-marsh sequence in the Wadi Sheikh, a tributary of the Wadi feiran.
a series of rather confusing radiocarbon dates has been published so far, which places all sites roughly between 53,084
± 4269 and 34,023 ± 1427 calbphulu . additional “very
early” dates (J.l. phillips, pers. comm. in 2012) still remain
to be published. all sites however were occupied during a
very restricted timespan at some time within this wide
range. e lithics, although not yet published in detail, fit
well into the Southern ahmarian parameters, notwithstanding diﬀering views about the definition of el-Wad
points, to which I.n. Saca like I. Gilead and others only
count pointed blade[let]s with fine retouch, while the others
are classified as “backed points”. extensive refitting and
usewear analysis carried out at these sites will enrich our
knowledge widely when finally published.
another cluster of early Upper palaeolithic sites is
known from the border between Sinai and the negev, in
the Wadi qudeirat, where numerous sites have been reported, some of which were subject to detailed analysis

(qadesh barnea [qb] 601a–b, 602, 9a–c, 501 – GIleaD
1981; Saca 2002). four of the sites (qb 501, 601 and
qseimeh I and II) were each dated by single radiocarbon
dates (on ostrich eggshells) to 39,429 ± 1053, 38,750 ±
1617, 36,971 ± 1119 and 34,733 ± 370 calbphulu respectively (GIleaD 1981; Saca 2002). all are located close to
raw material sources and springs. While direct soft hammer
blade production is reported to be the most common reduction method, the reduction sequences have not been described in detail. among those assemblages analysed, singleplatform cores are the most numerous and typologically, the
assemblages are dominated by backed and retouched blades
and el-Wad points. ere is a single assemblage of this series
(from qb 602), which stands beside those assemblages in
discussion so far, as it displays a higher amount of opposed
platform cores and flakes as well as higher frequencies of
endscrapers and burins and lower percentages of retouched
and backed blade[let]s, while the blade[let]s are significantly
thicker and squatter than at the other sites. following the
description by Gilead, blade bulbs tend to be larger, perhaps
indicating a diﬀerent (hard hammer ?) blade reduction strategy at this site. Stratigraphically, qb 602 is believed to be
the latest of the Up assemblages at qadesh barnea and it is
also the only exclusively surface collected assemblage. as a
result, the industrial aﬃliation (non-ahmarian and nonaurignacian) of this assemblage has remained unclear until
today. In general, the sites of qseimeh I–III, a few kilometres
downstream from qadesh barnea along the shore of a palaeolake (Saca 2002) show the same features as the Southern
ahmarian sites at qadesh barnea.
e next cluster of sites is found at Gebel lagama in
northern Sinai, where a joint american-Israeli team recovered in addition to epipalaeolithic and neolithic sites also
numerous eUp sites, three of which (lagama VII, XV, XVI)
were partially embedded, the others partially or completely
deflated (bar-yoSef & phIllIpS 1977; GIleaD 1981). Most
of the sites are W-e aligned along the southern flanks of
Gebel lagama. ostrich eggshells from some of the sites were
radiocarbon dated (all, however, with extremely wide standard deviations) to 36,884 ± 3562, 34,187 ± 2933 (lVII)
and to 35,929 ± 2374 calbphulu (lVIII).
according to GIleaD (1981), these assemblages are in
general similar in most aspects to those in the qadesh
barnea area, but it was possible to separate a smaller group
of two assemblages with comparatively large blade[let]s and
a higher percentage of cores from a larger group of assemblages with comparatively small blade[let]s and lower core
percentages. While the former were interpreted as “specialised” primary core reduction places, the latter were seen
as more general “base camps” in the sense that a wider range
of activities was carried out. all assemblages were included
under the label “lagaman”, because the size of the
blade[let]s is smaller on the average than at the early
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ahmarian sites of the negev. at the same time, this diﬀerence however was attributed to the local raw material in
Gebel lagama, Jurassic chert, which occurred in comparatively smaller chunks than the cretaceous flint available in
the negev. consequently, the lagaman is understood as a
local facies of the Southern ahmarian.
e last site cluster in the southern levant to be reviewed is represented by the sites in the arid negev, which
were the first to be surveyed systematically after WWII in
the late 60s and early 70s of the last century. by adding
fresh evidence recovered by contemporaneous methods
used at new, formerly unknown sites it opened a new chapter in the discussion of the levantine Up (MarKS 1976a;
1977; 1983a). e most prominent sites of the negev area
are boker Tachtit (IUp) and the site complex of boker
(Southern ahmarian and other assemblages), both in situ
preserved, systematically excavated and published in detail
unusually early after excavation. less well-known but not
less discussed, are a number of other later Up sites of the
area to be considered further down. here, I will concentrate
on the two in situ Southern ahmarian assemblages which
have been excavated extensively, boker a and boker be
(JoneS et al. 1983).
boker a, dated by a single (conventional) finite radiocarbon date on charcoal to 41,760 ± 2618 calbphulu represents the “type site” for the Southern ahmarian, not only
because it was the first site excavated and labelled as such,
but also because it was the first of all Southern ahmarian
sites subjected to detailed analysis, including refitting and
a thorough description of the reduction sequence (MonIGal 2003). e Southern ahmarian technological parameters worked out at boker a, later confirmed and enriched
by the refittings at nahal nizzana XIII (DaVIDzon & GorInG-MorrIS 2003) exactly match those of al-ansab 2,
without any restriction.
boker be, although published in detail, has not been
the subject of refittings or lithic reduction sequence studies
so far. In her synthesis about the ahmarian technology at
boker a, K. Monigal does not refer to the assemblages of
this site, which according to a series of (conventional) radiocarbon dates (level II: 29,437 ± 635 and 31,544 ± 515,
level III: 30,980 ± 327, 31,310 ± 490 and 32,078 ± 1205
calbphulu ) should be about 10 ka later than boker a. however, most of the technological parameters are very similar
to boker a, in spite of some typological additions such as
Ksar akil endscrapers and double truncated blades, which
relate boker be to the assemblage from the Jordanian site
of alab al-buhayra (coInMan 2002), and, by the way,
to a surface collected assemblage from the palmyra region
in Syria (“site 50” – fUJIMoTo 1978; 1979) as well as (at
least concerning the truncated blades) to the “Skiftian” assemblages from the basal layers 8–10 of rockshelter III at
yabroud (rUST 1950). at Ksar akil, however, these dentic-

ulated endscrapers have their peak well above the “classic
aurignacian” in ewing’s levels IV and V (copelanD 1982;
WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011) !

XIV.2.4 eUp sites in the core Mediterranean area
ings become less clear, when we look for Southern ahmarian assemblages in sites further to the north. Most of
them derive from ancient pre-war excavations with all the
inherent problems.
Trouble starts with the site that gave the name to the
ahmarian, the cave of erq el-ahmar in the Judean desert.
excavated by rené neuville during the 1920s, the finds
were published only after WWII in 1951 (neUVIlle 1951).
neuville does not give numbers in his description of the
finds, but reports five Up layers (f–b) within a sediment
thickness of 2.5 m at maximum, above a Mp sequence.
While the figured specimens for the lowermost Up level f
include mainly pointed retouched blades and two burins,
those from layer e include some el-Wad points as well as
many endscrapers on flakes and even three levallois-flakes.
recently, Saca (2002) described what remained until today
from neuville’s erq el-ahmar collection in the palestine national Museum in Jerusalem. Unfortunately, the number of
pieces remaining from the whole Up sequence at erq elahmar amounts to only 148 tools and 424 pieces of debitage, of which only 29 were labelled according to level (all
from level D). ey are of general Up appearance but since
most of them cannot be assigned to specific levels, a final
classification of the finds was not possible anymore. a recent attempt to continue the excavation at erq el-ahmar
provided unexpected and somewhat disappointing results
(Saca 2002; phIllIpS & Saca 2002). on the one hand, it
turned out that there was not much untouched sediment
left in the cave. even the small 4 by 4 m large and 1.8 m
deep test trench at the extreme north of the cave largely
touched disturbed sediments. on the other hand, the finds
recovered were all of late Middle palaeolithic origin, with
squat triangular levallois points of the Tabun b type. after
all this, even the sheer presence of a Southern ahmarian assemblage at erq el-ahmar is hardly to be confirmed unambiguously by the preserved evidence.
e first excavation by G. Turville-petre at Kebara
started 1932 with a large trench (ca. 300 m2) aﬀecting most
parts of the cave and removing almost all the post-Middle
palaeolithic deposits (GarroD 1954). at this time, sieving
or flotation was not practised and only small, non-representative samples of the unretouched debitage were kept.
e finds kept were divided and distributed among the
funding parties, so this enormous amount of material is lost
today for systematic analysis. Due to the sharing of finds,
only about one third were published later after WWII by
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D. Garrod – as usual at that time without precise numbers
and presented in very large stratigraphic units. however, excavations at Kebara were continued after WWII by M.
Stekelis during the 1950s and 60s within the preserved parts
of the cave (SchIcK & STeKelIS 1977), which also included
restricted remains of the Up deposits. e finds from these
deposits were analysed and published partially (zIffer
1978), but D. ziﬀer mainly concentrated on the typology
of the artefacts. however, he already noticed the more “typical” aurignacian appearance of the upper layer D and the
more “blady” and “less carinated” appearance of the lower
layer e. nevertheless, both were attributed to the diﬀerent
aurignacian phases at Ksar akil (Kebara e ≈ “levantine aurignacian b” ≈ Ksar akil level X/stage 4 and Kebara D ≈
levantine aurignacian c ≈ Ksar akil stage 5).
e era of contemporary excavation methods started at
Kebara with the work done from 1982 to 1990 by o. baryosef and b. Vandermeersch (MeIGnen & VanDerMeerSch
1985; MeIGnen & bar-yoSef 1988; bar-yoSef et al.
1996; bar-yoSef & MeIGnen 2007; rebollo et al. 2011).
apart from the extensively dug Middle palaeolithic deposits,
including a neanderthal burial, they also touched the remaining Up deposits on a restricted surface. is excavation
also provided an extensive series of recently published aMSdates (for the dating details see below). e Up finds from
the recent excavations have been analysed by WIllIaMS
(2003). While his results confirm those of ziﬀer in a certain
way, he separates the lower units IV–III (≈ Kebara e) as belonging to the “leptolithic lineage” (= ahmarian!) with a
single opposed platform blade core reduction strategy from
the flake oriented upper units II–I (≈ Kebara D) with multiple reduction strategies (= levantine aurignacian) being
similar to hayonim D and Ksar akil stage 5.
While the lower Up levels of Kebara thus are considered
to be similarly “blady” as the Southern ahmarian, it is worth
noting that the principal, single core reduction strategy described from the site mainly involves opposed double platform cores. is is a diﬀerence compared to most of the better known “leptolithic” Southern ahmarian assemblages,
where unidirectional single-platform cores prevail by far.
consequently, WIllIaMS (2003) proposed to see Kebara
III–IV as belonging either to a very early ahmarian or as a
“northern facies” of the more general “leptolithic lineage”.
So Kebara III–IV seems to be more closely related to the
Ksar akil stage 2 assemblages and the eUp levels from
Üçağızlı cave than to the Southern ahmarian.
e next potentially eUp site further to the north is
the cave of qafzeh, which has a similar research history as
erq el-ahmar and Kebara. first excavated in 1934 by
neuville and only very preliminarily published, it became
the subject of extensive excavations again by bar-yosef and
Vandermeersch from 1965 until 1979. however, the Up
finds were somewhat outshined by the human remains

from the Mp levels, which later were found to be the oldest
modern humans out of africa. recently however, the few
Up finds that were found during the recent excavations
have been analysed on the basis of notes and drawings and
a series of aMS-dates on charcoal from a cleaning of the
old sections that were published (bar-yoSef & belfercohen 2004). While the industry from neuville’s layer D
(= layers 7–9 of the recent excavations) is characterised by
twisted blade[let] production from carinated burins, the
technological features of the lower layer e (= layers 10–11
of the recent excavations) include predominantly straight,
rather robust blades, often with facetted platforms, struck
from mainly opposed platform cores. Typologically, the
lower layer e/11–10 displays a series of large marginally
retouched to almost backed pointed blades (“el-Wad
points”), some simple endscrapers and burins, while layer
D/9–7 includes smaller and more delicately twisted
bladelets, some of them with marginal inverse retouch.
While bar-yosef and belfer-cohen refer to layer e/10–11
as ahmarian, they also emphasise the diﬀerences of layer
D/9–7 to the levantine aurignacian of hayonim D and
Kebara II–I, without giving a clear statement of its aﬃliation. from their descriptions and drawings however, the
layer e/11–10 material might be well aﬃliated technologically with Ksar akil stage 2, although backed pieces and
“pointes à face plane” are obviously missing, while the
twisted debitage and carinated pieces of layer D/9–7 remind one of the Ksar akil stage 3 assemblages. however,
the radiocarbon dates, while stratigraphically almost consistent, do not support this interpretation unequivocally.
While eight samples from layer D/9-8 range around
31.5–33.5 ka calbphulu and are thus close to the dates for
Ksar akil stage 4, two dates of 33–35 ka calbphulu for samples from layer e/11 are definitely much later than the
dates for the techno-typologically most similar assemblages
from stage 2 at Ksar akil. a final conclusion is however
hampered by the chaotic and accidental preservation of the
finds from the old excavations and the small size of artefact
samples from the recent ones.
Similarly ambiguous, although radiocarbon dated as
well to between roughly 37.5 and 35 ka calbphulu are the
few “eUp” artefacts from a recent re-excavation at raqefet
cave, published as “indeterminate eUp” (lenGyel et al.
2006; lenGyel 2007). as far as some information can be
deduced from this very small sample of artefacts, it seems
to be dominated by unidirectional single-platform
blade[let] cores and thus might resemble the Southern
ahmarian sites or Ksar akil stage 4, but not stage 2.
north of qafzeh, the next sites with early Up finds are
found in the nahr antelias at antelias cave (copelanD
1970; copelanD & hoUrS 1971) and, particularly, in the
rockshelter of Ksar akil (azoUry 1986; berGMan 1987;
ohnUMa 1988a). e latter probably is the most impor-
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tant levantine Up site, including the longest Up sequence
of the levant. but it is important to note that even this
long sequence is not complete; the so-called “stony complex” layers, periods of local rock fall, indicate at least three
breaks, the first between levels I–III (epipalaeolithic) and
IV (final Up), perhaps indicating the climatic extreme of
the lGM. a second break occurs in level XIV, separating
the early Up below from the later Up above and the third
one occurs between the final Mousterian and the Initial
Up (WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011).
Ksar akil has a long research history: excavated by
american Jesuits in only two seasons, one of them immediately before, the other after WWII, the material remained basically unstudied for a long time, but played a
most important role in the ongoing discussion about the
transition from the Middle to the Upper palaeolithic. e
first detailed analysis of the lower Up levels was finished
by I. azoury as late as in 1970, but published only in 1986,
followed by bergman’s analysis of the later Up levels in
1987. a new excavation was started by J. Tixier in the late
1960s, but was ended abruptly by the outbreak of the
lebanese civil war in 1975 (TIXIer 1970; 1974; TIXIer &
InIzan 1981; MellarS & TIXIer 1989). his excavations
succeeded to follow the stratigraphy until approximately
layer XI of the old excavation. e results of Tixier’s excavation were never finally published, because the finds and
the documentation were apparently lost during the civil
war and information is restricted to two rather detailed
preliminary reports and a publication of a first series of
aMS-dates. recently, a second series of aMS-dates on
shells from the old Jesuits’ excavation was published
(DoUKa et al. 2013), extending the absolute chronology
of the site down to the end of the Mp in layer XXVIII.
according to the most recent synthesis, combining the
results of bergman’s analysis of the 1937 season and
Williams’ more recent work on the finds from the 1948
season, the Up sequence was divided into seven phases,
each represented by at least one – but in most cases by several – single layers of the old excavations (WIllIaMS &
berGMan 2011).
While there is presently no doubt about the first transitional or initial Upper palaeolithic phase 1 at Ksar akil
(azoUry 1986; ohnUMa 1988a), later also identified at
boker Tachtit (MarKS & KaUfMan 1983; VolKMan
1983), Jerf al-ajla (JUlIG et al. 1999), Tor Sadaf (coInMan
& foX 2000; foX 2003) and Üçağızlı (KUhn et al. 2009),
the character of phase 2 (including levels XIX–XV) is
somewhat less clear.
When the Southern ahmarian was first described
(GIleaD 1981; MarKS 1981), the Ksar akil sequence was
still unpublished and only superficially known from some
very general publications (eWInG 1947; 1949; beSançon
et al. 1975). at that time, ewing’s layers XX–XIV were

classified as “Up, phase 2” and separated into a lower phase
2a (XX–XVIII), still containing many levallois blades and
a later phase 2b (XVII–XVI) almost without levallois elements, but with many true Up blades with small butts
and many blade tools, including points with marginal,
steep and invasive retouch. e levantine aurignacian was
believed to already start within the following levels XIII–XI
(levantine aurignacian a) and to continue through levels
X–VIII (levantine aurignacian b) until levels VII–V (levantine aurignacian c), characterised mainly by the appearance of carinated pieces, marginally retouched and sometimes twisted (“el-Wad”) points and Dufour bladelets in
varying proportions changing throughout the stratigraphy
(beSançon et al. 1975).
is and the few early radiocarbon dates for the southern
sites were the reason why Gilead and Marks aﬃliated their
Southern ahmarian, typologically characterised by many
blade tools and points, originally with Ksar akil phase 2b.
is aﬃliation is still in use by most researchers to now, and
was only recently modified. bergman and later Williams
(berGMan 1987; WIllIaMS 2003) pointed out that the
northern early Upper palaeolithic assemblages from stage
2b at Ksar akil and levels b–e at Üçağızlı, while being similar to the Southern ahmarian in a very general sense emphasising their “blady” appearance, display some important
diﬀerences in detail: first of all, the phase 2b blades are
thicker and more robust than in the Southern ahmarian,
probably because they were detached diﬀerently from diﬀerent cores (ohnUMa 1988a). both the Ksar akil stage 2b
and the Üçağızlı IUp assemblages have a significant amount
of parallel-sided, opposed platform cores that seem to only
occasionally occur in the Southern ahmarian assemblages.
however, as long as there is no detailed analysis of the reduction sequence of these two northern assemblages, this
remains an observation that still has to be quantified. a first
step towards quantification was recently made by KaDoWaKI
et al. (2015), essentially confirming our observations. but
diﬀerences in detail also can be found in the tool assemblages. apart from quantitative diﬀerences on the tool class
level (the northern assemblages have less points and more
“outils communs” than the Southern ahmarian) there are
also qualitative diﬀerences within one tool class. at Ksar akil
phase 2b and Üçağızlı levels b–e a point type made on thick
robust blades and shaped by flat invasive retouch (“pointes
à face plane” according to azoUry 1986) occurs quite frequently and has not been found so far within one of the
Southern ahmarian assemblages. In fact it was bergman,
who stated already in 1987 that the later Up stage 4 assemblages from Ksar akil (levels X–IX; the former levantine
aurignacian b !) technologically were the most similar to the
Southern ahmarian, separated from the early Up layers of
phase 2 by the former “aurignacian a” from levels XIII–XI.
e phase 3 assemblages display indeed some aurignacian
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characteristics: ough blade[let]s outnumber flakes, this
is the first time that twisted debitage occurs together with
carinated burins, the latter representing one part of the
cores from which the twisted debitage was struck. In this
level, the thick “pointes à face planes” with invasive retouch
do not appear anymore; the points are retouched by marginal to semi-steep or steep retouch, but they are made exclusively on thin twisted blade[let]s (berGMan 1987;
WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011). assemblages of this particular appearance were not known elsewhere in the levant in
1987. on the contrary, the following assemblages from stage
4 (levels X–IX, the former levantine aurignacian b) are
characterised by straight and curved blades from single-platform cores. e points are retouched in the same way as in
stage 3, but here they are made on thin straight and curved
blade[let]s as in the Southern ahmarian.
e peculiar characteristics of the stage 2 assemblages
were already noticed elsewhere; as a result, the assemblages
from Ksar akil stage 2 and Üçağızlı b–e have often been
labelled as “northern ahmarian” (WIllIaMS 2003) to
stress these diﬀerences in detail as a regional phenomenon.
however, if Ksar akil stage 4 is accepted as being of
“Southern ahmarian” aﬃnities, the diﬀerences also could
indicate a chronological diﬀerence.

XIV.3 The WaDI Sabra anD The laTer
Upper palaeolIThIc of The leVanT
In the first assessment of Sabra 4 in 1983 (Schyle & UerpMann 1988), the site was already tentatively aﬃliated to the
levantine aurignacian, but this was based on only a very
small series of unsystematically collected artefacts and in the
best sense of the word “preliminary”. at that time, not many
other Up sites were known from Jordan and none had been
excavated on a larger scale. During the following years however, the number of Jordanian Up sites augmented rapidly
– they were found and excavated in the Wadi al-hasa
(coInMan 1998) and in the ras en-naqb basin in Southern
Jordan (coInMan & henry 1995) and all assemblages recovered were of Southern ahmarian aﬃnities. e only two
assemblages from Southern Jordan, which first had been affiliated to the levantine aurignacian, were later found to be
ahmarian in one and neither ahmarian nor levantine aurignacian in the other case (coInMan & henry 1995;
Kerry & henry 2003). So when we returned to the Wadi
Sabra, we expected the preliminary assessment of Sabra 4
on the basis of a few artefacts to be wrong. however, while
we collected finds at the site and made the first counts in
the field, we realised that the initial assessment had been
right and that Sabra 4- palm View 1 fulfils almost all requirements to be classified as a levantine aurignacian site.
ere are not only numerous carinated pieces but also Du-

four bladelets and even aurignacian blades and furthermore
the debitage is heavily flake oriented. During further fieldwork we happened to discover numerous other findspots in
the vicinity of the site (see Fig. I-14 in chapter I) and if there
were characteristic pieces, they always pointed to an aurignacian aﬃnity. e area around palm View 1 is heavily dissected by many minor erosional channels that formed numerous spurs of wadi deposits. limited numbers of artefacts
were found in almost every smaller channel on these spurs,
sometimes still resting within the deposits. only in one place
(palm View 3), could the last remnants of a true in situ site
with a denser distribution of artefacts be excavated in one
of these spurs. at another location, close to a sandstone outcrop, a third concentration of artefacts (Sabra 8 = Sabra
2010/6) was collected from a sediment remnant adjacent to
a smaller channel that had destroyed the central part of the
site. a few artefacts, which were still embedded within this
sediment-remnant, were at an absolute height below palm
View 1 and palm View 3. however, they were not stratigraphically directly connected to these sites and obviously
deposited in a secondary position.
a comparison of these three assemblages to the levantine aurignacian of the northern levant or the so-called
“flake based” assemblages in the negev is not easily completed because most of the northern sites were excavated too
early and most of the southern sites are more or less deflated
surface collections (Fig. XIV-2). a recent study about the
levantine aurignacian (WIllIaMS 2003) includes some of
the more recently excavated assemblages from five sites in
the northern levant (hayonim D – belfer-cohen &
bar-yoSef 1981; nahal ein Gev I – belfer-cohen et al.
2004; fazael IX – GorInG-MorrIS 1980a; 1980b; Kebara
units IV–I – WIllIaMS 2003; Sefunim 8 – ronen 1968;
1984) and the later Up levels XIII–IV from Ksar akil
(WIllIaMS 2003; WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011). recently
published material from two additional sites in the north,
raqefet (lenGyel 2007) and qafzeh (bar-yoSef &
belfer-cohen 2004) are also available, while the material
from the old excavations at el Wad and Kebara has to be
considered as being lost for detailed analysis. from the arid
negev area, one additional in situ assemblage (ein aqev –
MarKS 1976b; GIleaD 1981) as well as seven assemblages
from more or less deflated sites (arqov/D22, D18, D27a,
SdeDivshon/ D27b – MarKS & ferrInG 1976; G11,
K9a – larSon & MarKS 1977; har horesha I – belfercohen & GorInG-MorrIS 1986) are further available for
comparison. finally, detailed data are available from the Syrian site of Umm el-Tlel (ploUX & SorIano 2003).
While Williams’ analytic categories are diﬀerent from
ours and prevent a direct comparison, his results are valid
and it is possible to decide which of our assemblages might
belong to which of Williams’ assemblage groups. he separates the assemblages on the “complex/lineage” level into
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Fig. XIV-2 Main levantine aurignacian
sites.
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blade- and flake-based technologies and the latter (that correspond roughly to the levantine aurignacian) on the industry level into three groups of assemblages or industries:
ere are two flake based industries characterised by multiple reduction strategies, which diﬀer in the kind of
blade[let]s produced. his “noncarinated flake-bladeScraper” industry, incorporating exclusively assemblages
from sites within the Mediterranean core area (or the “classic” levantine aurignacian sensu GorInG-MorrIS &
belfer-cohen 2006), is characterised by the production
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of predominantly curved/straight blades, a low proportion
of bladelets and a high percentage of flake cores. aurignacian
or scalar retouch is found on many blanks. on the contrary,
the other multiple reduction strategy group (“carinated industry”) is characterised by the production of predominantly
twisted bladelets as secondary blanks from carinated burins,
often modified by inverse “Dufour” retouch. is group
comprises all southern “flake based” assemblages as well as
the assemblages from Ksar akil stages 6 and 7. a third group
(“noncarinated flake-burin” industry, “lisanian”) charac-
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terised by a single reduction sequence producing flakes and
a burin on truncation-dominated toolkit includes only two
sites in the Jordan Valley, whose assemblages are interpreted
as a result of special activities carried out at those two sites.
While our assemblages do not exactly match either
group, most similarities can be found in general with the
“carinated industry”, including all Southern levantine “flake
based” assemblages as well as the uppermost Up levels from
Ksar akil. In detail, there are however some diﬀerences between our assemblages as a whole and the “carinated industry” as well as diﬀerences in between our assemblages. first
of all, palm View 3 and Mdamagh, lower layer have a clear
focus on “Dufour” bladelets, which in both assemblages represent a fairly standardised tool type being much more frequent than all other tool classes. While the focus on “Dufour” bladelets may be at least partially dependant on the in
situ preservation of both sites, they both also display a preponderance of carinated endscrapers (“broad carinated
pieces” with symmetric flaking surface) over carinated burins
(“narrow carinated pieces” with asymmetric left-sided flaking
surface). While palm View 3 has at least a few pieces with
aurignacian retouch, they do not appear at Mdamagh, lower
level. as a whole, Mdamagh, lower level appears as a much
specialised assemblage with many armatures and only a very
few other tools, while palm View 3 is the more balanced assemblage with a more “complete” toolkit, including “outils
communs” like endscrapers, burins, aurignacian blades as
well as many armatures.
on the contrary, at the two other surface collected assemblages, retouched bladelets are not only less frequent
than at palm View 3 and Mdamagh – this is most probably
due to preservation at Sabra 2010/6 and on a smaller scale
also at palm View 1 – but they occur also as diﬀerent types.
While there is (at least) only one single “Dufour” bladelet
fragment at palm View 1, most of the retouched bladelets
appear as fragments of what might be best described as
small “variously retouched pointed bladelets” or el-Wad
point variants. at the same time, carinated burins and
asymmetric cores are much more frequent than carinated
endscrapers and symmetric cores at both sites.
returning to the “carinated industry”, these two assemblages correspond technologically fairly well to what has
been described from the “flake based” assemblages from
the negev, namely at ein aqev (MarKS 1976b). Typologically, however, they lack the “lateral carinated piece”/
“paviland burin” (DInnIS 2008)/“pièce de la bertonne”
(lenoIr 1987) being rather frequent at ein aqev. e percentage of retouched bladelets sensu lato is comparable, but
those from ein aqev seem to be much more varied and
less standardised than in Mdamagh, lower level and palm
View 3 and they apparently do not include the small elWad points found at palm View 1, but at least a few “Dufour” bladelets. If we look further north, to the only north-

ern site of the “carinated industry” at Ksar akil, palm View
1 and Sabra 2010/6 would correspond best to the phase 6
assemblages, characterised by twisted bladelet production
from predominantly carinated burins/ asymmetric cores
and with small, often twisted el-Wad point variants
(WIllIaMS & berGMan 2011). Technological similarities
also can be found in comparison with the aurignacian assemblages from Umm el-Tlel (production of twisted
bladelets most frequently from carinated burins and asymmetric bladelet cores, but only sporadically from carinated
endscrapers). however, the typological range of retouched
bladelets in the aurignacian levels of Umm el-Tlel is rather
varied (as at Ksar akil phase 6) and seems not to include
similar twisted el-Wad variants as found at palm View 1
(ploUX & SorIano 2003).
according to WIllIaMS & berGMan (2011), the following phase 7 at Ksar akil displays a more standardised
twisted bladelet production and an increase in twisted “Dufour” bladelets, as well as a decrease of carinated burins, so
phase 7 would represent a fairly good technological match
for the assemblages from palm View 3 and Mdamagh, although carinated endscrapers and carinated burins are present at Ksar akil in approximately equal proportions. If the
counts from Tixier’s excavation at Ksar akil (TIXIer & InIzan 1981) are, however, considered, there is not a single
subhorizon which is typologically similarly dominated by
unilaterally inverse retouched bladelets as it is the case in
the assemblages of palm View 3 and Mdamagh, lower level.
Similarly, all the described assemblages at Umm el-Tlel are
technologically and typologically diﬀerent from those of
palm View 3 and Mdamagh, lower: While the aurignacian
twisted bladelet production is based at Umm el-Tlel on carinated burins, the bladelets from the so-called ahmarian
levels are elongated, straight or curved and struck from narrow-fronted symmetric single-platform cores. although different types of inversely retouched bladelets occur at Umm
el-Tlel, they do not represent the most frequent tool in any
of the Umm el-Tlel assemblages.
us, the later Up assemblages from the petra area,
while having unambiguous aurignacian characteristics
(multiple reduction strategies, cores on flakes, carinated
pieces, twisted “Dufour” bladelets, aurignacian retouch) in
general, also exhibit a distinct local character in detail.
Given the rather short 50–60 km linear distance to the next
aurignacian site cluster further northwest in the negev, this
is at least worth being noted and rather unexpected.

XIV.4 ahMarIan anD leVanTIne aUrIGnacIan – an enDleSS DIScUSSIon ?
e short discussion about similarities and diﬀerences between the few better known levantine aurignacian assem-
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blages shows that things are probably much more complicated than originally envisaged by Gilead and Marks during
the 1980s – an observation which is however neither new
(Schyle 1992) nor unexpected. While the simple dichotomy of blade based, point dominated ahmarian and
flake based endscraper-burin dominated aurignacian assemblages (GIleaD 1981) is still basically correct and is essential for a first impression in the field, a closer look reveals
not only things somehow in between these two extremes,
but also a wide variability within these two basic categories
of assemblages. e simple model of an autochthonous
“leptolithic lineage” and an intrusive aurignacian becomes
the more dubious, the more the analysis progresses into details. first of all, the simple flake/blade relation is only of
limited value, as long as fragmentation is not taken into
consideration. In the future, this relation should be based
on complete and proximal blank fragments only; otherwise
blade frequency is inflated in heavily fragmented assemblages. Second, many of the apparently flake based assemblages have turned out to include an important bladelet/microblade component, represented by the carinated pieces
only, which in fact are bladelet cores, the bladelets themselves being lost by fragmentation (the small fragments
being subsequently classified as chips?) or by erosion and
thermic decay in most of the less well preserved assemblages. ird, blade dominated assemblages may display
unambiguous aurignacian traits, as is the case with the assemblages from Ksar akil phase 3, dominated by blades,
which however are very frequently twisted and were produced from asymmetric cores and large carinated burins,
in a way which is basically similar to the later twisted
bladelet production in phase 6 from almost exclusively carinated burins. While similar assemblages have not yet been
found in the southern levant, they probably exist in layers
5 to 3 of rockshelter II at yabroud and thus may represent
a regional phenomenon. another levantine aurignacian
variant is represented by the “classic” (sensu belfer-cohen/
Goring-Morris) levantine aurignacian of the Mediterranean core area (cf. Williams’ “noncarinated Industry) at
Ksar akil phase 5, hayonim D, Kebara I–II, Sefunim 8 and
perhaps yabroud II, layers 2 and 1, characterised by multiple reduction strategies for large blades and small bladelets
from symmetric carinated nosed or shouldered endscrapers.
finally, we have to face the fact that what was hitherto classified as ahmarian in general has to be subdivided into at
least two, but probably even more diﬀerent facies, the opposed platform parallel-sided core blade production facies
at Ksar akil phase 2, Kebara III–IV, qafzeh e/11-10 and
Üçağızlı b–e (restricted to the north and/or earlier than
the Southern ahmarian?) on the one hand and the “classic”
narrow-fronted, single-platform convergent blade[let] production of the Southern ahmarian, including Ksar akil
phase 4 in the north, as well as perhaps the ahmarian levels

of Umm el-Tlel. e latter however may be typologically
somewhat diﬀerent from the “Southern” ahmarian, as they
do not have el-Wad points, but only various diﬀerent types
of retouched bladelets and thus are approaching what has
been labelled “late ahmarian” or Masraqan.
is rather confused and disparate situation just allows
for the conclusion that we will only be able to develop a
comprehensive idea of the levantine Up development as a
whole, when we have established the respective local sequences where the clusters of Up sites have been found. at
present, it is quite clear that these local clusters of sites each
do not represent the whole development but are “unfinished
puzzles” still lacking more or less pieces. only when these
“puzzles” have reached a “convenient degree of completeness”, will it be possible to construct a pan-levantine Up
framework out of the various local Up sequences.

XIV.5 aSpecTS of DaTInG
While we collected charcoal samples from some of the Up
sites in the petra area, none of them could be taken from
a well-defined context, such as a clearly identifiable fireplace or another feature firmly connected to human activity, because all our (test !-)excavations were very restricted
in area and just scratched the archaeological deposits (alansab 1) or recovered the very last remains of already
almost destroyed sites (Sabra 4-palm View 3, Sabra 3 South, Mdamagh).
Samples recovered under such circumstances are limited in significance, because it is not clear what exactly is
being dated. So we decided to not submit our samples to
prevent circulation of additional dates from ill-defined
contexts, because this is probably the reason why the overall situation of radiometric dating in the Up and ep of the
levant is as confusing as it is (see Appendix, pp. 390–
393). Very illustrative are the dates from the Wadi Jilat 6
(byrD 1988), where only the uppermost phase could be
dated consistently by several samples, while the samples
from the lower phases clearly gave aberrant dates, partially
being even later than those from the upper phase. In this
case, stratigraphy tells us, that the dates from the lower
phases of the site must be aberrant. If samples from a single
component site are dated and give contradicting results, as
it is the case at the abu noshra sites, it is almost impossible
to decide which of them might tell us the true date of the
site. but even within stratigraphies, inconsistent series of
dates are diﬃcult to interpret, particularly when the number
of disturbing factors is high and only partially understood.
ese restrictions in mind, a discussion of the present state
of Up chronology in the levant follows below.
e most recently dated sample series all come from the
northern levant, from the sites of Ksar akil (DoUKa et al.
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Fig. XIV-3 Ksar akil. radiocarbon dates with standard deviations (SD) less than 5 % of the average value before calibration. Dates, calibrated with calpalhulu2007 in stratigraphic order. for selection of dates cf. footnote 1. Dates connected with a line represent multiple
results for one sample. Grey shading: approximate duration of the laschamp-Mono event. hatched: gaps in the sequence which might
represent the major rockfall episodes of the archaeologically sterile stony complexes 2 and 1.
IUp: Initial Upper palaeolithic; la a, la b, la c: levantine aurignacian a, b, c; final Up: final Upper palaeolithic; h3, h4: heinrich
event 3, 4

2013) 1, Kebara (bar-yoSef et al. 1996; rebollo et al.
2011) and Üçağızlı (KUhn et al. 2009). all series are stratigraphically more or less inconsistent, samples lower in
stratigraphy often giving later dates than the samples above.
Starting with the longest sequence, Ksar akil, the chart
(Fig. XIV-3) essentially reveals three groups of dates. 2 e
oldest one may be separated into two (slightly overlapping)
subgroups, those dates with short standard deviations from
before (42–41 ka) and those with long standard deviations

1 another series of radiocarbon dates from Ksar akil samples was
published after completion of this manuscript (boSch et al.
2015). In contrast to the claims put forward there, the datings are
in similar stratigraphical disorder as those from the earlier series
(cf. particularly boSch et al. 2015, fig. S2.2).

2 Dates with exceptionally large standard deviations, mainly from
the series made in Monaco (Mc-411, Mc-410, Mc-1192, Mc686–688, Mc-679, Mc-574–580) and another date made on a
retouched Glycymeris as well as those made on samples from
Columbella rustica shells have been excluded from the chart. e
Monaco series never has been adequately published and the five
dates on Columbella rustica shells (oxa-25655, oxa-X-2361-14,
oxa-X-2338-8, oxa-X-2342-57) from the most recent series of
data turned out to be outliers with only a single exception (oxa25652). e Glycymeris shell probably was already a fossil when
collected. for details of stratigraphy and interpretation of the Glycymeris and Columbella mismatches cf. DoUKa et al. 2013.
Diﬀerent dates for one sample have been connected by a line.
furthermore, the dates have been calibrated according to the calpalhulu-curve and were not submitted to bayesian statistics. e
latter are considered here to just artificially smooth inconsistencies rather than explaining them, at least as long the reasons for
mismatching dates cannot proven as exclusively due to atmospheric 14c-variation. e most recent dates from boSch et al.
2015 are not yet included.
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Fig. XIV-4 Üçağızlı. radiocarbon dates with standard deviation (SD) less than 2.5 % of the average value before calibration in stratigraphic order. Dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007. Grey shading: laschamp-Mono event.

from within the laschamp-Mono magnetic excursion
(41–36 ka). is group of dates as a whole is found from
stage 1 (Initial Up) until the lowest part of stage 4 (“levantine aurignacian b”/Southern ahmarian), but it most probably dates stages 1 to 2, although it is impossible to separate
the two by the dating results alone. It just might be speculated that the pre-laschamp-Mono event-dates perhaps relate to stage 1 and those within to stage 2 and perhaps also
stage 3. Since the stratigraphic hiatus of the “stony complex
II” separates stage 2 from stage 3, it is however tempting to
assume that this is reflected by the gap (35–38 ka) between
the earliest group of dates and the next one.
e second group of dates includes samples from stage
4 to stage 7. While the two latest dates in this group for stage
7 clearly reflect stratigraphy and do not overlap with the earlier dates, the dates for stages 3 to 6 overlap largely and are
statistically almost identical. as a result, stage 3 (only one
date in the range of the first eUp group of dates) and stage
4 (two contradicting dates, one before and one after the stony
complex 2) should be still considered as being more or less
undated, while stages 5 and 6 are statistically of the same age

of between 35 to 33 ka. e last group of dates, although
comparatively consistent around 27 ka, dates the final Up
assemblages at Ksar akil. ese have been originally interpreted by TIXIer (1970) as representing a “Kébarien ancien”.
Today, they might be better compared to the “Masraqan” assemblage from ohalo, also considered to represent the final
Upper/early epi-palaeolithic of the central levant (naDel
2003). however, ohalo is well dated to between 22 and
24.5 ka (naDel et al. 1995) and thus appears to be at least
2 ka later than Ksar akil, level 3 of Tixier’s excavations.
e chart for Üçağızlı cave (Fig. XIV-4) only includes
samples with standard-deviations of less than 2.5 % of the
average before calibration to focus on the IUp/eUp transition. ese dates can be separated into two groups. e
older one (IUp?), including a single date from the eUp
levels, ranges from 44 to 40 ka, while the later one (eUp?)
ranges from 36 to 33.5 ka. With one exception each, the
IUp is thus dated to before the laschamp-Mono event,
similar to Ksar akil, while the eUp has a wider range of
dates than at Ksar akil, well beyond the laschamp-Mono
event until 33.5 ka. furthermore, there seems to be a
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Fig. XIV-5 ahmarian sites. radiocarbon dates with standard deviations (SD) less than 5 % of the average value before calibration from
sites of the southern levant. Dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007. Grey shading: laschamp-Mono event.
an: abu noshra; qb: qadesh barnea; b be III: boker be, level III; WhS: ain al-buhayra; ehlpp2: alab al-buhayra

chronological gap at Üçağızlı between 39 and 37 ka in
about the same position as the stony complex 2 at Ksar
akil (from 38–36 ka).
If the dates from the southern levant are considered
(Fig. XIV-5), we notice that the sites in Sinai date mostly
from within the laschamp event. another mismatch is
represented by the dates from the abu noshra sites, which
together should belong to the same, rather short timespan,
indicated by artefact refittings between abu noshra I and
IV and the almost identical character of the lithic artefacts.
new dates in progress (“very early” according to phillips,
pers. comm. in 2012) will hopefully help to finally clarify
this mismatch. on the contrary, the remaining dates with
short standard deviations from the negev point to a rather
late persistence of the Southern ahmarian, but those with
standard deviations of >1 ka from boker Tachtit (IUp) and
boker a (Southern ahmarian) seem to confirm the early
dates from Sinai. In Jordan, the available dates are similarly
late as those from boker be, but the presumably earlier IUp

and eUp sites (Tor Sadaf and the sites from the ras ennaqb basin) did not provide datable materials. In the southern levant, there is a gap as well, but between 36 and 34 ka
and thus at about the time of Ksar akil stages 4–6.
however, the dating of Kebara does not fit either series
(Fig. XIV-6). e early Up units III–IV cover the Mousterian deposits of unit V unconformably – an Inital Up deposit is missing. according to the analysis by WIllIaMS
(2003), the techno-typological features of units III–IV correspond to Ksar akil stage 2/Üçağızlı b/c, respectively.
ere are seven samples from units III-IV, four of them with
multiple dates with and without aboX pretreatment. apart
from one clearly aberrant very late date, all others date from
before the laschamp event between roughly 47 and 41 ka,
thus being even somewhat older than the earliest dates for
the Initial Up (stage 1!) at Ksar akil and Üçağızlı and even
within the time range of the Mousterian dates (ca. 43 ka) at
Ksar akil. Similarly, the dates for units I–II (“classic” levantine aurignacian, cf. Ksar akil stage 5) fall for the most
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Fig. XIV-6 Kebara. radiocarbon dates with standard deviations (SD) less than 2.5 % of the average value before calibration in approximate stratigraphic order. Dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007. Dates connected with a line represent multiple results for one
sample.

Tab. XIV-1 radiocarbon dates. Dates
calibrated with calpalhulu2007.
eUp early Upper palaeolithic
IUp Initial Upper palaeolithic
Mp Middle palaeolithic

end eUp
end IUp/Start eUp
end Mp/Start IUp

part within the laschamp event and span the time between
roughly 40 and 33 ka, well before the Ksar akil stage 5 dates
at ca. 31.5–31 ka. is mismatch of the Kebara series is hard
to explain. first of all, both the recent Ksar akil dates as well
as those from Kebara were determined in the same laboratory. While mainly charcoal samples were dated in Kebara
and Üçağızlı, the recent Ksar akil dates were made on shells.
In all three cases they do not deviate much from the dates
for samples of other materials at the same locale, so there is
no evidence that diﬀerent materials dated might have caused
the diﬀerences. furthermore, the new aboX pretreatment

Kebara

Ksar Akil

Üçağızlı

Southern Levant

42,000
47,500
49,000

38/35,000
40,750
42,500

37,000
41,000
45,000

29,000
42,500
(41,760 ± 2,618)

used at Kebara does not appear to produce radically diﬀerent
dating results than the conventional aba treatment. ere
are diﬀerences, but on a much smaller scale than the diﬀerences between Kebara and the series from other locations.
Similarly insignificant are the diﬀerences in detail when the
dates are calibrated by the Intcal13 calibration curve instead
of the calpalhulu curve, so the general discrepancy between
Kebara and the other series remains the same (Tab. XIV-1).
now the results for the few radiometrically dated levantine aurignacian sites (Fig. XIV-7) have to be considered.
again, the majority of the series are stratigraphically incon-
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Fig. XIV-7 levantine aurignacian sites. radiocarbon dates with standard deviations (SD) less than 5 % of the average value before calibration. Dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007. note repetition of dates for Kebara, units I–II and Ksar akil, stages 3–7.

sistent and except for two exceptions (boker be, layer I and
ein aqev) they are all located in the northern levant. as
already pointed out, the majority of the dates for the “classic” levantine aurignacian at Kebara fall within the
laschamp event and are about 5 ka earlier than the dates
from the other sites. ey agree well with the single date
from Ksar akil stage 3, which is – according to Williams –
however a diﬀerent kind of aurignacian than that found at
Kebara, units I–II. only three dates from Kebara are
within the range of the other sites, namely Ksar akil stage
5 and hayonim D. In both of these sites, the majority of
dates are between 35 and 30 ka, but in each series there
are a single or a few dates around 25 to 26 ka. e latest
dates (between 21.5 and 19 ka) were obtained at hayonim, fazael IX and ein aqev. While the existence of these
dates at all three sites as well as the (only !) stratigraphically
consistent series from ein aqev seem to confirm each
other, this late dating overlaps considerably with the dates
for the final palaeolithic Masraqan and the early epipalaeolithic nebekian/Kebaran. both industries have been

found hitherto exclusively in stratigraphic superposition of
the aurignacian, raising some doubts about this very late
persistence of the levantine aurignacian.
as a whole, the number of dates for the levantine
aurignacian and related assemblages is still very poor and
new dates for samples from well-defined contexts are badly
needed to improve the presently rather flimsy knowledge
of the levantine aurignacian’s chronology.
finally, the series from raqefet cave and qafzeh have
to be mentioned. Samples from renewed test excavations
at raqefet produced nine dates between 37.5 and 35 ka,
but the associated lithics were so few that they had to be
classified as “undetermined early Up” (lenGyel et al.
2006). e qafzeh series with twelve dates between 35.5
and 31 ka was run recently on charcoal of Vandermeersch’s
excavations; but again the lithic material was not numerous
enough to give a more specific classification than Upper
palaeolithic (bar-yoSef & belfer-cohen 2004).
from this desperate and confused state of absolute
chronology it just can be concluded that the existing data
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are still preliminary, and in fact, there are plenty of reasons
why radiometric dating before ca. 25 ka is as hazardous as
it appears: first of all, the method specifically suited for
conveniently exact radiometric dating during the period
between 25 and 60 ka has still to be invented. luminescence dating within this time range is not only still less exact
than archaeological or cross-stratigraphic dating but also
poses problems of sample association. oSl dates the last
exposure of quartz grains to sunlight, which must not necessarily be related to the deposition of archaeological finds
enclosed by the sediments containing these quartz grains.
While being similarly (im)precise, the Tl method dates the
burning of flint artefacts, but this can postdate their production considerably. both methods are clearly better suited
for older periods where archaeological dating becomes less
exact. on the contrary, the most commonly used radiocarbon method meets its lower limits in this time range. e
older the sample is, the more increasingly vulnerable it becomes to even the slightest contaminations with secondary
recent carbon. furthermore, calibration of dates before
25,000 bp, while being necessary to compare radiocarbon
results to those of other dating methods, is still very imprecise because of the discrepancies of the various calibration
data sets available for this time range, even in spite of
ground-breaking improvements made during the last
decades (WenInGer & JörIS 2008; reIMer et al. 2013).
additional problems are caused by the laschamp-Mono
magnetic excursions, increasing the production of radiocarbon in the atmosphere by weakening the earth’s magnetic
shield against cosmic radiation in the time between roughly
36 and 41 ka. ese events are probably responsible for the
largest wiggles in the calibration curve ever recorded and
thus cause extremely imprecise dating results after calibration within this period (GUIlloU et al. 2004; SInGer et al.
2009; Ménabréaz et al. 2011; noWaczyK et al. 2012). e
statistic “smoothing” of the Intcal13 calibration curve
makes these wiggles disappear and pretends a degree of precision that is not justified.
finally, the actual number of dates available for the
levantine Upper palaeolithic is still far from being satisfactory and still too many of them were determined during
the 1970s and 1980s by the conventional method and
come with standard deviations of more than 1 ka before
calibration.
notwithstanding all those restrictions, the current discussion about Modern human origins and the fate of neanderthals heavily relies on radiocarbon dating and apparently does not doubt its relevance in general while
comparing ages of stratigraphically unrelated assemblages.
us, at least some alternative hypothetic chronological scenarios may be oﬀered for the levantine Up.
one scenario starts from the assumption that the older
finite dates available for an assemblage are the most correct/

least contaminated ones, because contamination with
younger carbon would result in younger dates, while contamination with older materials would make them infinite.
Under these premises, the early dates from Kebara would
have to be accepted. consequently, all(!) other dates for
similar near eastern assemblages would have to be discarded as being more or less contaminated minimum estimations. is would result in a “long” chronology, within
which the subsequent stages of the Ksar akil sequence can
be spread conveniently from stage 1 (not represented at Kebara, but spanning the hiatus between the latest Mousterian
[49 ka] and earliest Up dates [47.5 ka], through stage 2
(47.5–40 ka, represented at Kebara by units IV–III) until
stage 5 (40–33 ka, represented at Kebara by units II–I). is
idea has been put forward by some scholars, assuming the
“blady” ahmarian of Kebara unit III–IV at the origin of
the european proto-aurignacian (MellarS 2006). as already stated by Williams, the Kebara unit III–IV assemblages closely resemble to those of stage 2 at Ksar akil, while
the Southern ahmarian assemblages or those from Ksar
akil stages 3 or 4 might at best be those being the most
similar to the european proto-aurignacian. In light of the
Kebara dates, both the Southern ahmarian sites and Ksar
akil stage 3/4 however have to be considered as stratigraphically later than the stage 2 assemblages, and would have to
be chronologically squeezed in between units III–IV and
II–I of Kebara at somewhere around 40 ka, thus beginning
clearly later than the european proto-aurignacian. a similar
conclusion was recently reached by KaDoWaKI et al. (2015).
furthermore, this scenario would imply an extremely
long duration of both the ahmarian and the aurignacian,
the latter even overlapping with the levantine early epipalaeolithic.
e alternative scenario (or “short” chronology) would
discard the dates of Kebara (perhaps being largely contaminated with older Mousterian charcoal) and accept more or
less all other dates, while assuming a low precision of single
dates in general, being caused by one or several of the various possible reasons summarised above. is would result
in a similar model as was recently proposed (DoUKa et al.
2013), however without bayesian modelling and somewhat
diﬀerent in detail (see above), particularly in assessing the
“stony complexes”. although the dates in this alternative
are spread over a shorter timespan, they allow for a separation of the later Up from the earlier stages 1 and 2 with
gaps in the sequence probably representing stony complexes. however, according to our interpretation, these neither exactly fit the heinrich 3 event nor the lGM. It is not
possible to separate Ksar akil stage 1 from stage 2 by radiometric dates: both share essentially the same wide range
of dates between 42 and 36 ka without reflection of their
respective stratigraphic positions – for whatever reason.
is alternative also does not help to answer the question
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whether the Southern ahmarian is a chronological phase
(as indicated by the stratigraphic position and radiometric
dating of Ksar akil phase 4) or a regional phenomenon (as
might be concluded from the old radiometric dates of the
Southern ahmarian in Sinai, paralleling Ksar akil stage 2)
or both (assuming that the Southern ahmarian was initially
confined to the southern levant and only later also extended towards the north). e “classic” levantine
aurignacian would appear rather late in the levant (after
35 ka), however with a potential earlier appearance in the
north represented by the “aurignacoid” features of Ksar
akil stage 3, unsatisfactorily dated within the laschampMono event by a single sample only. Similarly, the end of
the levantine aurignacian is rather unclear. ein aqev so
far presents the only evidence for a very late persistence of
the levantine aurignacian well into the lGM, although
there is a big gap between these late dates around 21–20 ka
and those from Ksar akil stage 5 and hayonim between
35 and 30 ka.
a wise conclusion would be to return to a convenient
degree of humbleness concerning the limits of human abilities and technology in general and to accept that radiocarbon dating of samples prior to ca. 25 ka even at the present
state of progress still is hazardous; therefore all dates within
that time range should be considered as very approximate
estimations within at least a 2σ standard deviation.

XIV.6 aSpecTS of SeTTleMenT paTTernS
as might be concluded from the observations outlined
above, there is not much to be contributed to the settlement pattern models outlined by MarKS & freIDel
(1977) for the negev or by henry (1994) for the ras ennaqb area. e latter model of seasonal moves between the
higher and the lower parts of the area might be valid also
for the petra area. only in the case of the final aurignacian
do we have two sites of definitely the same industry, one
in a lower (palm View 3) and one in a higher position
(Mdamagh). Diﬀerences in tool class frequency and presence at the two sites indicate that palm View 3 in the lower
position possesses the more balanced tool-kit, including
the complete range of Up tool classes, while Mdamagh is
dominated almost completely by a few carinated endscrapers and countless Dufour bladelets. e latter were almost
all broken at palm View 3, many more were complete at
Mdamagh. a functional interpretation would see palm
View 3 as a site where a number of activities took place,
among them the replacement of projectile armatures, while
Mdamagh would be interpreted as a place, where these armatures might have been produced. close in time to the
lGM one would assume snow in the higher elevations
during winter, while the lower elevations might still have

been quite hot and dry in winter. us, Mdamagh might
represent a (repeated, short term?) summer and palm View
3 a (long-term?) winter occupation – but at present this is
pure speculation. perhaps the analysis of the rich faunal remains from Mdamagh will shed some light on this matter.
e excavated area at both sites was restricted and we thus
do not know whether the recovered assemblages are representative of the sites as a whole or not.

XIV.7 The aDVenT of MoDern hUManS
anD The “leVanTIne corrIDor”
our own fieldwork did not result in finds particularly relevant to the current ideas about the expansion of modern
humans out of africa into central and Western europe.
however, some remarks from a “near eastern” point of
view on the present discussion may be allowed.
It seems to be a consensus at present that the first modern humans developed in eastern africa at about 200 ka
ago (McDoUGall et al. 2005). even at this “point of departure” it has to be stressed that the Great rift area in
eastern africa is the only region, where fossil bearing sediments of this age are accessible today – other parts of
africa, or even of the old World as a whole, might have
contributed to the development of modern humans in a
similar way but simply have not preserved accessible sediments of the periods in question or are much less well
known yet. e present state of knowledge thus might have
to be updated soon in case of any new fossil discoveries
from other areas, particularly from the less well known far
east or the Indian subcontinent (cf. lIU et al. 2010; DeMeTer et al. 2012).
from eastern africa, two (or perhaps even three) potential routes towards europe and asia are under discussion: While there is little evidence for a Modern human
dispersal along the “Western trajectory” through the Sahara
and the Gibraltar strait , the “levantine corridor” (balTer
2011) and particularly the “Southern route” from the
horn of africa along the southern coast of the arabian
peninsula across Iran and India towards central asia have
received most attention recently (lahr & foley 1994;
lUIS et al. 2004; roSe 2004; peTraGlIa et al. 2010;
GroUcUTT & peTraGlIa 2012).
e “levantine corridor” plays an important role because it is here that the first modern human fossils were
found out of africa at the sites of Skhul (MccoWn &
KeITh 1939) and qafzeh (VanDerMeerSch 1981), both
(in detail controversially) dated to about 80 to 100 ka
(TrInKaUS 1995). for the next 60 to 40 ka, the Modern
human record is silent in the levant – no substantial
Modern human fossils have been found until “egbert”, a
modern human juvenile skeleton excavated long ago at
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Ksar akil (STrInGer & berGMan 1989) and recently
dated to about 40 ka (DoUKa et al. 2013). for the sake of
completion it has to be stressed that these first Modern
humans outside of africa are also the first reliably dated
human fossils in the levant at all – virtually nothing is
known about the aﬃliation of the levantine human population before (but see freIDlIne et al. 2012).
after the first Modern humans, neanderthals appeared
in the levant, testified by several burials, all (sometimes also
controversially) dated to about 60 to 40 ka from amud
(SUzUKI & TaKaI 1970; ohnUMa 1988b; raK et al. 1994;
hoVerS et al. 2000), Kebara (TIllIer et al. 2003), Tabun
(JelIneK 1982; STefan & TrInKaUS 1998; SIMpSon et al.
1998; GrÜn et al. 1991), Dederiyeh (aKazaWa et al. 1995)
and Shanidar (TrInKaUS 1983). e only neanderthal
finds that might date earlier are those from Tabun, but their
stratigraphic position and dating are much debated and
probably never will be finally known.
Seen from the fossil record, there is consequently a gap
between the advent of the first Modern humans and the
neanderthals of about 20 ka during which we do not have
any human fossils. as a result, we presently still do not
know whether
– archaic Modern humans became extinct in the levant
at 80 ka and subsequently were replaced by neanderthals
at 60 ka, the latter being replaced, expelled or assimilated
again by a second “immigrant wave” of fully modern humans around 40 ka, or
– archaic Modern humans and neanderthals lived side
by side in the levant between 80 and 60 ka, probably even
producing fertile oﬀspring, until the second “immigrant
wave” of fully modern humans that either expelled them
and/ or assimilated both of them.
Many variants of the above cited scenarios are to be found
in the scientific discussion, each of them being supported by
more or less convincing evidence (hIScocK 2013).
again, a general reluctance is necessary towards the frequently advanced “immigration wave” models: early humans were mobile hunter-gatherers, following their volatile
food resources as optimal as possible. little is known about
population density and territoriality of these early humans
but it is hard to imagine a “wave” of larger groups of early
humans of any kind consciously “heading towards new
hunting grounds”. Instead, there will have been a highly
variable and more or less sporadic “chaotic” exchange of
very small bands of people between africa and the rest of
the old World, once the first humans had passed the
threshold between africa and the surrounding areas for the
first time. Some of these bands might have been successful
in the new environments, others might have become extinct and others might have made the way back again.
Whether these movements were always linked to serious
environmental changes or occurred more or less acciden-

tally through time is not to be decided at present while the
body of data is as scarce and accidental as it is (for a summary, references and criticism of simplistic models see
boIVIn et al. 2013).
The situation becomes even cloudier when archaeological evidence is considered in addition. other than one
might expect, the remains left by archaic Modern humans
and neanderthals in the levant are more or less the same:
both bury their dead within their occupation sites and both
produce essentially the same lithic “levantine levalloisMousterian” artefacts. Indeed it required a good deal of sophisticated analytic procedures to define any diﬀerence at
all between the respective levallois-Mousterian assemblages
from Tabun layers D, c and b (cUlley et al. 2013; for a
recent general criticism of the interpretation of Middle
palaeolithic lithic industries or “naSTIeS”, see Shea 2014).
as a result, it is considered to be at least hazardous to link
diﬀerent lithic “styles” or reduction strategies with diﬀerent
human subspecies. In addition, the change from Middle
palaeolithic archaic human’s to Upper palaeolithic Modern
human’s reduction strategies around 45 ka seems to have
occurred in the levant rather continuously without easily
recognisable breaks in a way that archaeologists neither
agree about the character of the respective period nor the
exact position of the break: e same respective set of assemblages is referred to once as “Transitional” by some, and
as “Initial Upper palaeolithic” by others (for a lengthy discussion of the “transitional” assemblages cf. Shea 2008).
Without associated human fossils, archaeologists are simply
unable to recognise the human subspecies that produced
the lithic artefacts found in a site.
e same is true for africa, where diﬀerent Middle
Stone age industries – made by the presumably(!) one and
only african human subspecies since 200 ka, Modern humans – might have single characteristics similar to either
the european Middle, “Transitional” or Upper palaeolithic
industries (for a recent discussion see MoronI et al. 2013).
In europe, the situation is only slightly diﬀerent: neanderthal fossils have been found associated to Middle
palaeolithic industries as well as to the châtelperronian, a
Western european “transitional” industry (hUblIn et al.
2012). however, the association of neanderthals to the
châtelperronian was found only once and this particular
case has been repeatedly questioned for diﬀerent reasons
(bar-yoSef & borDeS 2010). another (Mediterranean)
“transitional” lithic industry, the Uluzzian, has been claimed
to be associated with Modern humans (benazzI et al.
2011) – but this time the claim is again dependent on the
diagnostic relevance of a single deciduous tooth’s morphology (for critique see zIlhão 2013). all other european
“transitional” industries have not been found associated to
any human fossil and it is the early Upper palaeolithic (european) aurignacian that is the first industry unequivocally
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associated to Modern Man (hUblIn 2013). from all of
this, it may be concluded that in europe the Middle palaeolithic is associated to neanderthals and the Upper palaeolithic to Modern humans; the makers of the “transitional”
industries however (perhaps!) might have been neanderthals in the case of the châtelperronian and Modern
humans in the case of the Uluzzian.
a third line of argumentation is presented by recent
genetic research, i.e. either comparing fossil Dna from
neanderthal and early Modern human fossils or tracing
mitochondrial Dna from recent populations to their ancestors. While genetics is generally considered to be an
“exact” natural science producing unequivocal evidence,
the latter still needs interpretation in the same way as the
evidence brought to light by an archaeological excavation.
consequently, there is as much disagreement about the interpretation of genetic evidence as there is about the evidence from archaeological excavations. While the results
of the “classic” anthropology originally left place for two
alternative hypotheses, the “out of africa II” model of an
independent unilinear Modern human development
(STrInGer & anDreWS 1988) and the “multiregional”
model (Wolpoff et al. 1984), nowadays a kind of “compromise” between the two alternatives is more or less common sense, allowing at least some gene flow between neanderthals and Modern humans (VeeraMah & haMMer
2014). e fact that modern europeans’ Dna has been
found to display a higher degree of similarity with neanderthal Dna than modern africans’ or eastern asians’
Dna has been interpreted in a way that gene flow between
neanderthals and Moderns might have taken place at an
early time (ca. 60 ka) in the near east. however, other explanatory scenarios, like the heritage of the similarities
from a common ancestor, have not been completely excluded by the geneticists (Green et al. 2010).
as a result, an ongoing discussion among (predominantly european) prehistorians has developed about the
origins of the european Upper palaeolithic and whether
and where neanderthals and Modern humans might have
met and interacted to each other or not, often focusing
solely on the radiometric dating of particular european
final Middle palaeolithic, Transitional and early Upper
palaeolithic assemblages or sites (to cite only a few more
recent examples cf. GraVIna et al. 2005; zIlhão et al.
2007; hIGhaM et al. 2010; zIlhão 2013). Since the hazards of radiometric dating in the relevant time range was
already widely addressed above, I would like to stress that
while there is no case where neanderthal fossils are found
either stratigraphically above or unequivocally associated

to those of Modern humans in the same site, any claims
of an encounter scenario have to be considered neither to
be excluded nor confirmed.
is is similarly so concerning the potential routes
Modern humans might have followed on the way out of
africa. While the “levantine corridor” is at least attested
by fossils of archaic Modern humans, the so-called
“Southern” route along the coasts of Saudi arabia, yemen,
qatar and Iran was entirely hypothetical (lahr & foley
1994), because the area was more or less devoid of any
palaeolithic sites until recently. Most recent research has
changed this situation partially and immediately this
hypothesis has gained more and more attention (beyIn
2006; arMITaGe et al. 2011; oppenheIMer 2012; aTKInSon et al. 2013; roSe et al. 2013). however, while human
fossils still have to be found there, the argumentation for
the priority of this route is based solely on very general
similarities in lithic reduction sequences (“nubian cores”)
between african industries and finds from oman dated to
around 130–100 ka. Surviving the extreme draught of the
last glacial in the refugial areas of the western and southern
mountains of the arabian peninsula, this particular african
(= Modern human) “nubian” core reduction strategy is
thought to have reached the southern levant during the
Transitional/Initial Upper palaeolithic as evidenced by core
reconstructions at boker Tachtit in the central negev
(roSe et al. 2013). Waiting for this hypothesis to be confirmed or refuted by human fossils, a northern route crossing the nile and proceeding along Sinai is similarly hypothetical. one reason for this is certainly the Sinai peninsula
still being archaeologically almost unknown for the time
before the Upper palaeolithic. While egypt along the nile
valley is rather rich in Middle palaeolithic sites, no unequivocal “transitional” industries have been found there so far.
e egyptian early Upper palaeolithic sites finally are exclusively raw material quarries along the nile valley (VerMeerSch et al. 1984) and thus diﬃcult to compare to the
levantine Initial and early Upper palaeolithic habitation
sites, even without considering the diﬀerences in analytic
categories and procedures used by diﬀerent research traditions being active in the two areas (VerMeerSch 2001).
from all this it might be concluded that neither the
way of Modern humans into the levant nor the origins
of the european Upper palaeolithic are presently understood at all. only substantial future fieldwork, covering the
vast areas of Sinai, the arabian peninsula and Turkey,
where the local palaeolithic sequences are at best only initially known presently, will stepwise contribute to an understanding of the roots of the present day populations.
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Industry
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
?
?
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
levantine aurignacian c
levantine aurignacian c
levantine aurignacian c
levantine aurignacian c
levantine aurignacian c
“lisanian”
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
?
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian

Site - Unit

a 296
abu noshra I
abu noshra I
abu noshra I
abu noshra I
abu noshra I
abu noshra II
abu noshra II
abu noshra II
abu noshra II
abu noshra II
abu noshra II
abu noshra IV
boker a level 1
boker be level I
boker be level I
boker be level II
boker be level II
boker be level III
boker be level III
boker be level III
boker Tachtit level 1 (lowermost)
boker Tachtit level 1 (lowermost)
boker Tachtit level 4 (uppermost)
ein aqev (D31) level 5
ein aqev (D31) level 7
ein aqev (D31) level 9
ein aqev (D31) level 11
ein aqev (D31) level 12
fazael IX
hayonim D/J20/180-220
hayonim D1-2
hayonim D2/h20b/225-230
hayonim D2/J19cd/190-199
hayonim D3 J21a/220-230
hayonim D3/G22a/220-240
hayonim D3/IJ20/200-205
Jilat 9
Kebara Unit III b
Kebara Unit III b
Kebara Unit III b q18b
Kebara Unit III bf
Kebara Unit III bf q16d “hearth”

pta-2941
b-13897
b-13898
SMU-1824
SMU-2007
SMU-2254
SMU-1772
SMU-1762
eTh-3075
eTh-3076
SMU-2122
SMU-2372
SMU-2371
SMU-578
SMU-566
SMU-186
SMU-565
SMU-227
SMU-228
SMU-229
SMU-188
SMU-259
SMU-580
SMU-579
I-5494
I-5495
SMU-6
SMU-8
SMU-5
oxa-2871
oxa-2805
hv-2675
oxa-2804
oxa-2803
oxa-2801
oxa-2802
oxa-2806
oxa-519
pta-4267
pta-4267
oxa-3976
pta-4987
oxa-1567

Laboratory-No

Appendix levantine Upper palaeolithic radiocarbon dates. all dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007.

34300
25950
29580
31330
35805
35824
31023
31585
33470
33940
38924
48250
31100
37920
25250
25610
24630
26950
26030
26660
27450
46930
47284
35055
16900
17510
17890
17390
19980
17660
29980
16240
21650
15700
28900
27200
20810
21150
36000
36100
43500
42100
35600

C Age

14

1000
360
1610
2880
1520
1090
8567
2275
680
790
1529
2810
300
2810
345
640
390
520
600
500
1300
2420
9048
4100
250
560
600
560
1200
160
720
640
340
230
650
600
320
400
1100
1100
2200
2100
1600

1SD

calBPHulu
39158
30929
34073
36311
40276
40452
34520
36557
38603
38967
43187
53084
35131
41760
30158
30545
29437
31544
30914
31310
32078
51043
51377
39035
20185
21006
21433
20821
24000
21067
34174
19562
25926
18958
33272
31880
24910
25310
40576
40650
47331
46056
40046
1442
421
1544
3061
1555
1259
8682
2525
1617
1460
1081
4269
390
2618
387
701
635
515
551
490
1205
3469
8600
3756
431
761
798
756
1478
355
679
715
641
285
654
574
518
340
1265
1261
2462
2169
1656

calSD
ostrich eggshell
sediment
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

Material

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
7
8
5
5
5
5
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Kebara Unit IIIb
Kebara Unit IIIb
Kebara Unit IIIb
Kebara Unit IIIb
Kebara Unit IIIb
Kebara Unit IIIbf
Kebara Unit IIIbf
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV
Kebara Unit IV b q16d
Kebara Unit IV, burrow
Kebara Unit V, top
Kebara level 25 (lower e)
Kebara Up channel
Kebara Unit I
Kebara Unit I, base r15cI
Kebara Unit I, hearth
Kebara Unit I, subsurface
Kebara Unit II top, q16d
Kebara Unit II, above hearth
Kebara Unit II, burrow
Kebara Unit II, burrow
Kebara Unit II, hearth
Kebara Unit II, W23c
Kebara Unit IIf q16d “hearth”
Ksar akil (Tix I-II)
Ksar akil (Tix I-II)
Ksar akil (Tix I-II)
Ksar akil (Tix I-II)
Ksar akil (Tix I-II)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XX)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXI)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXII)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXII)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXII)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXIII)
Ksar akil Stage 1 (ewing XXIII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XIX)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XIX)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XV)

ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
?
ahmarian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
final Up?
final Up?
final Up?
final Up?
final Up?
IUp
IUp
IUp
IUp
IUp
IUp
IUp
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian

oXa-X-2222-32
oXa-V-2220-41
oXa-V-2253-42
oXa-V-2253-43a
oXa-18458
oXa-V-2220-42
oXa-18791
oXa-18801b
oXa-V-2269-35
oXa-18402
oXa-18459
oXa-X-2264-29
oXa-V-2253-44
pta-5002
oXa-V-2253-45
pta-5141
oxa-3978
pta-4987
pta-5002
rT-227
oXa-V-2220-43
pta-4268
oxa-3974
Gif-Tan-90028
pta-4247
oxa-3975
Gif-Tan-90151
pta-4269
pta-4263
Gx-17276
oxa-2800
oxa-1230
oxa-1793
oxa-1794
oxa-1792
oxa-1795
oxa-1791
oxa-20879
oxa-20025
oxa-25655
oxa-22667
oxa-20880
oxa-20489
oxa-20490
oxa-X-2361-14
oxa-22664
oxa-20876

41400
42850
40500
40600
41050
42600
42800
35160
36110
40300
40400
40500
41650
42500
43600
43700
28890
42100
42500
20450
34540
32200
34510
34300
22900
33920
32670
28700
31400
42800
33550
36000
22050
22480
22850
22850
23170
35010
36390
30890
34320
34940
36790
37430
32960
35510
35020

1200
550
400
400
450
500
650
310
330
550
400
1200
450
1800
600
1800
400
2100
1800
300
250
630
740
1100
250
690
800
450
480
4800
930
1600
360
380
400
380
400
240
210
160
190
200
270
320
160
240
240

44949
46372
44085
44163
44569
46037
46345
40141
41414
43952
44010
44205
45134
46369
47147
47386
33338
46056
46369
24380
39793
36699
39660
39073
27506
39039
37193
33151
35439
47716
38556
40402
26584
27030
27432
27440
27740
40064
41558
34982
39712
40030
41751
42079
37449
40432
40070

1235
1262
736
754
769
1088
1291
868
300
736
713
1079
747
1964
1617
2188
496
2169
1964
422
785
1044
1009
1546
453
1390
1132
565
572
5005
1696
1613
723
658
539
522
605
841
279
347
819
828
314
344
628
826
842

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
9
8
5
8
5
8
9
8
5
8
8
5
8
8
8
8
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
(continued next page)

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
ash
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
bone
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
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Industry
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
northern ahmarian
levantine aurignacian a
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
lev. aurign. b - Southern ahmarian?
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian
final levantine aurignacian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian ?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian/levantine aurignacian b?
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
levantine aurignacian
levantine aurignacian

Site - Unit

Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVI)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVIII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVIII)
Ksar akil Stage 2 (ewing XVIII)
Ksar akil Stage 3 (ewing XII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (ewing VIII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (ewing VII-IX)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix IV = ewing VII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VI = ewing VIII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VI = ewing VIII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VI = ewing VIII)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VII = ewing IX)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VII = ewing IX)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VII = ewing X)
Ksar akil Stage 4 (Tix VII = ewing X-IX)
Ksar akil Stage 5 (Tix III)
Ksar akil Stage 5 (Tix III = ewing VI)
Ksar akil Stage 5 (Tix III = ewing VI)
Ksar akil Stage 5 (Tix III = ewing V-VI)
Ksar akil Stage 6 (Tix III = ewing VI)
lagama VII
lagama VII
lagama VIII
qadesh barnea 501
qadesh barnea 601 b
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24 25/30
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24 25/30
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24c 15/20
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24c 15/20
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24d 20/25
qafzeh layer 8 (= neuville D?) z24d 20/25
qafzeh layer 9 (= neuville D?) b23 20/30
qafzeh layer 9 (= neuville D?) b23 20/30
qafzeh layer 9 (= neuville D?) z24b 35/45
qafzeh layer 9 (= neuville D?) z24b 35/45
qafzeh layer 11 (= neuville e?) b22b 30/40
qafzeh layer 11 (= neuville e?) b22b 30/40
qseimeh I
qseimeh II
rakefet cave layer III base, square b19

oxa-22665
oxa-X-2342-57
oxa-25652
oxa-20487
oxa-22269
oxa-20486
oxa-20877
oxa-X-2338-8
oxa-20488
oxa-25653
oxa-20024
Mc-?
Grn-2195
oxa-1803
oxa-20875
oxa-1804
oxa-1805
oxa-20023
oxa-20022*
oxa-25585
Mc-1192
Mc-1191
oxa-1797
oxa-1798
oxa-1796
oxa-19194
SMU-185
SMU-172
SMU-119
pta-2819
pta-2964
aa-27293
Gifa-98231
aa-27294
Gifa-98229
Gifa-97336
aa--27289
aa-27292
Gifa-98230
aa-27291
Gifa-97337
aa-27290
Gifa-97338
DrI-2965
DrI-2966
rTT-4945

Laboratory-No
36040
28130
33300
33930
35390
35780
36270
33760
34230
34830
35520
28600
28240
30250
30640
31200
32400
30360
37210
34550
32000
26500
26900
29300
21100
30250
31210
34170
32980
33800
32470
26540
28460
27080
27510
26720
27000
28380
29060
28020
28340
29320
31520
34010
30500
30540

C Age

14

240
110
230
220
250
240
240
210
210
240
200
680
380
850
160
1300
1100
140
230
250
1500
900
600
800
500
170
2780
3670
2140
940
780
280
360
270
340
300
280
330
390
320
360
360
490
510
330
440

1SD

calBPHulu
41378
32568
37817
39551
40321
41191
41500
39436
39683
39961
40456
33075
32716
34511
34774
35940
37000
34480
41962
39798
36760
31197
31502
33536
25281
34419
36197
38359
37780
38750
36971
31267
32916
31803
32182
31391
31734
32821
33489
32530
32796
33687
35553
39430
34733
34808
266
291
680
976
849
275
278
1064
853
821
804
683
440
845
297
1547
1441
152
319
785
1796
757
576
705
683
156
2972
3381
2442
1617
1119
392
486
197
330
386
217
439
448
371
450
396
616
1052
370
455

calSD
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
?
mollusc
charcoal
mollusc
charcoal
charcoal
mollusc
mollusc
mollusc
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
ostrich eggshell
ostrich eggshell
ostrich eggshell
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
ostrich eggshell
ostrich eggshell
charcoal

Material
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
10
11
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
10
10
10
11
13
13
13
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
17

Ref.
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1
2
3
4

bar-yoSef 1985
phIllIpS 1994
MarKS 1983b
MarKS 1976b

references:

5
6
7
8
9
10

rTT-4940
rTT-4944
rTT-4942
rTT-4941
rTT-4939
rTT-4938
rTT-4943
rTT-4937
pta-2950
beta-129817
beta-129818
aa-35258
aa-38203
aa-38201
aa-42320
aa-42317
aa-42321
aa-41483
aa-41482
aa-35260
aa-37624
aa-37626
aa-37623
aa-52050
aa-35261
aa-27995
aa-27994
aa-37625
aa-68963
aa-52055
aa-68962
aa-52051
aa-68965
aa-52054
aa-52052
Gif-900/34
Gif-900/40
beta-55928
11
12
13
14
15
16

30610
31800
31340
32100
31070
32560
31920
33040
27100
24900
25680
31060
29130
32670
31900
34580
29060
36560
37870
34000
35020
39100
33040
35500
35670
38900
39400
41400
33874
35100
36915
39200
39817
39700
40200
30310
30790
25950

hoUSley 1994
belfer-cohen & bar-yoSef 1981
GarrarD et al. 1988
bar-yoSef et al. 1996
rebollo et al. 2011
MellarS & TIXIer 1989

levantine aurignacian/indet. eUp?
levantine aurignacian/indet. eUp?
“indeterminate eUp”
“indeterminate eUp”
“indeterminate eUp”
“indeterminate eUp”
“indeterminate eUp”
“indeterminate eUp”
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
ahmarian
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Transitional
Indet.
Transitional
ahmarian

34850
35922
35388
36528
35151
37069
36182
37543
31787
29900
30746
35081
33548
37184
36109
39763
33512
41566
42515
39160
39989
43301
37971
40178
40437
43185
43467
44927
39496
39682
41812
43354
43646
43737
44020
34595
35073
30913
17
18
19
20
21
22

435
757
556
859
458
877
850
904
331
293
341
334
428
1087
789
922
408
545
749
1295
993
1062
1993
1312
1066
847
896
1157
1015
1554
335
943
599
1193
1079
656
701
462
DoUKa et al. 2013
copelanD 1987
haaS 1977
GIleaD 1981
bar-yoSef & belfer-cohen 2004
Saca 2002

400
470
480
450
430
520
480
550
410
130
100
140
380
760
450
620
330
790
920
690
740
1500
1400
1200
730
1100
1200
1100
271
1400
335
1300
383
1600
1300
670
760
440

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
20
20
20
20
21
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
23
19
lenGyel et al. 2006
GIleaD 1984
coInMan 2000a
KUhn et al. 2003
KUhn et al. 2009
ploUX & SorIano 2003

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
ostrich eggshell
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
aragonite
aragonite
charcoal?
charcoal?
charcoal?
charcoal?
charcoal?
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
sediment

Appendix levantine Upper palaeolithic radiocarbon dates. all dates calibrated with calpalhulu2007. additional dates have been published shortly after completion of this appendix by boSch et al. 2015.

Up Upper palaeolithic
IUp Initial Upper palaeolithic
eUp early Upper palaeolithic

rakefet cave layer IV, level 1, squares c/D-20
rakefet cave layer IV, level 2, square c-D/20
rakefet cave layer IV, level 2, square c/20
rakefet cave layer IV, level 3, square e/19
rakefet cave layer IV, level 4, square c/20 east
rakefet cave layer IV, level 4, square e/19
rakefet cave layer IV, level 5, square c/20 west
rakefet cave layer IV, level 6, square D/20 west
Site a306a
alab buhira (ehlpp2)
alab buhira (ehlpp2)
Üçağizli above layer b
Üçağizli layer b
Üçağizli layer b1
Üçağizli layer b1-3
Üçağizli layer b1-3
Üçağizli layer c
Üçağizli layer e
Üçağizli layer e
Üçağizli layer f
Üçağizli layer f
Üçağizli layer G
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer h
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Üçağizli layer I
Umm el Tlel V
Umm el Tlel XI
buhira spring (WhS618f)

e Upper palaeolithic of the petra area and of the levant
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